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Details of Visit:

Author: jarnham
Location 2: High Street Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 13 Aug 2009 6.00
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Fairly standard hotel a minutes walk from the tube.

The Lady:

Very petite and sexy. Not too skinny which I have a criticism of some of the other girls from this
agency. Long brunette with some nice highlights. Very new tatoo, v sexy overall. If you're looking for
someone busty, look elsewhere.

The Story:

Been wanting to see Ashley for some time now and was delighted to see that she was back from
her holiday. In her own words, she's been away a while and 'really needs a fuck!'. How could you
not fall for that!! She greeted me at the door in a fairly conservative attire but when I returned from a
quick shower she was dressed in a sexy fishnet dress and killer heels. If I'd have a criticism of Maxs
girls they've tended to be a little too skinny. Ashley is tiny, petite yet devastatingly sexy. I'm not
going tell all of what went on but highlights were being tied up on the bed with some bondage tape
and (in an inspired moment of invention) some fishnet stockings. Follow an incredibly wet blowjob
and Ashley bringing herself off on my chest inches from my eyes with a small vibrator and a
massive dildo (Ashley was delighted that she could bounce on my chest to push it further in!).
Followed by a great and extremely visual CIM. Round 2 was preceded by Ashley wanting to get
herself off and asked me to help. Cue small vibrator and one shuddering orgasm (I'm always
dubious of WG's orgasms but if she was faking then all credit to her). Next, the stockings were back
in action as the tables were turned on her and her hands tied behind her back and a blindfold on.
Great doggy by the bed and the coup de grace in a wonderful CIM/CIF (kind of cross between the
two). Have to say that the whole thing was kinky as hell but also in great humour, mainly because
Ashley was such good fun. It's always great when you click with someone and it doesn't happen
often but the whole thing was so relaxed and sexy it's just bliss. Ashley definately worth the wait.
Great value!
P.S. One major drawback (nothing to do with the girl), it's never simple to book an appointment.
Had booked the night before this but when called to confirm was told that Ashley was finishing at 7
so unavailable but Ashley told me that she'd worked through most of the night so obviously they'd
just forgot to put me in the diary. Unimpressive.
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